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bstract. There has been considerable current interest in
he rotational behavior of red blood cells �RBCs� in optical
weezers. However, the mechanism of rotation in polar-
zed tweezers is still not well understood and conflicts
xist in the understanding of this phenomenon. Therefore,
e reexamined the underlying phenomenon by use of
onfocal fluorescence microscopy in combination with
ptical tweezers. Under different osmolarities of the
uffer, the three-dimensionally reconstructed images
howed that the trapped RBC maintains its shape and is
riented in the vertical direction. Using dual optical twee-
ers, the RBC could also be oriented three-dimensionally
n a controlled manner. The mechanism of orientation and
lignment of RBCs with the polarization of the tweezers’
eam was attributed to its form-birefringence rather than
ptical birefringence. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
ngineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2822365�
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There is considerable interest in optically controlled orien-
ation or rotation of microscopic objects for applications in

icrofluidics and bionanotechnology. It has been shown1 that
he normal red blood cell �RBC�, in hypertonic buffer, is a
aturally occurring micromotor thats rotates by itself when
laced in a trap laser beam. Recently, we have reported2 the
se of such an optically driven RBC-motor for microfluidic
pplications like control of flow of fluids, although nonliving
otors3 will be more useful in a microfluidic environment.
ince in a fixed laser power, the speed of tweezers-actuated
BC-motors depends on the viscosity of the surrounding me-
ium, the motor can also be used for microrheology of fluids.
urther, since discotic RBCs are aligned with the direction of
olarization,2 very small fluid flow can overcome the
olarization-induced alignment at lower trapping beam pow-
rs and thus can be used as a microfluidic flow rate sensor. In

circularly polarized optical trap, Dharmadhikari et al.
eported4 trap-induced folding of the RBC, leading to optical

Tel: �949� 824–7859; E-mail: smohanty@uci.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 060506-
birefringence and its use as a naturally occurring microrotor.
However, theoretical considerations indicate that erythrocytes
cannot be folded at the low trapping beam power
��10 mW� used by Dharmadhikari et al. At this power, the
force exerted into the direction of beam propagation is few
pN, and only a fraction of this value can be exerted in any
direction perpendicular to this.5 This is the force that can
stretch a single DNA molecule but probably cannot deform a
whole cell membrane. Further, to fold an RBC, one requires a
pivot point around which the two diametrically opposite ends
of the discotic RBC can be folded, as demonstrated using
three tweezers �see, for example, Ref. 5�. This required a
higher trapping beam power than that of Dharmadhikari et al.4

and a relaxation �or unfolding� time an order of magnitude
shorter than the earlier report.4 Also, it is quite natural that the
RBC in conventional optical tweezers would like to orient in
edge-on manner rather than fold, as folding requires more
energy and a pivoting line or point. Therefore, in the present
work, we reexamine the orientational behavior of erythrocytes
in an optical trap. We report the use of confocal fluorescence
microscopy and dual optical tweezers to determine change in
shape of the RBC �if any� under radiation pressure. Coincid-
ing with our earlier report,6 no folding of the RBC to the rod
shape was observed, thus ruling out the suggested4 induction
of optical birefringence. When optically trapped, the discotic
RBC was rather found to orient with its plane along the di-
rection of the trapping beam.

RBCs from fresh blood were suspended in phosphate
buffered saline �PBS� at different osmolarities. For confocal
microscopic imaging, the RBCs were stained with the
membrane-potential-sensitive dye DIOC5 �3, 3�-
dipentyloxacarbocyanine iodide� at a final concentration of
20 �M. The fluorescence was excited using an Ar-Ion laser
line of 488 nm �power: 2 mW�, and fluorescence was col-
lected using a long-pass filter. The experimental setup
�details�7 consists of an inverted confocal laser scanning mi-
croscope �LSM 510, Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany�
equipped with an argon-ion laser and a green HeNe laser
�543 nm� as scanning lasers. The LSM 510 carries out
z-sectioning for three-dimensional �3-D� imaging by moving
the objective along the z direction in order to scan optical
sections of an object at different z positions. For trapping, the
cw output of an Nd: YAG laser �1064 nm; Spectra Physics,
Darmstadt, Germany� operating in fundamental Gaussian
mode was coupled to the 100� Plan Neofluor phase objective
of the microscope through its epifluorescence port. A single-
mode fiber �BTO Bungert GmbH, Germany� directs the laser
light from the Nd: YAG laser to the rear side of the micro-
scope. The fiber output efficiency with the single-mode fiber
coupler used �Thorlabs, Grünberg, Germany� is about 60%. A
convex lens �f =40 mm�, added externally into the path of the
laser beam, focuses the light emerging from the fiber intothe
epifluorescence illumination path, where another convex lens
�f =150 mm� is located. The single-mode fiber together with
the external lens presents a suitable beam expander, because
of the diverging beam emerging from the fiber. Finally, the
dichroic mirrors located in the fluorescence reflector slide di-
rect the laser light to the back aperture of the objective that
has to be entirely illuminated by the infrared laser light to
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btain an almost diffraction-limited beam for good trapping
fficiency. For the use of the optical tweezers in laser scan-
ing mode, another dielectric mirror �Laser Optik GmbH,
arbsen, Germany� is placed on the laser scanning position of

he fluorescence reflector slide that otherwise would be empty.
t reflects the infrared laser light and is simultaneously trans-
arent for the scanning lasers coming from below and the
mitted fluorescence. Hence, the complete imaging capabili-
ies of the original LSM 510 are maintained. For generating
ual tweezers, the infrared laser beam was split into two
eams on a time-sharing basis by an acousto-optic deflector.
he relative focal positioning of the two trapping beams was
djusted by changing the angle and divergence of the beams
s they enter the objective back aperture.

We show in Fig. 1 the digitized video images of the align-
ent of multiple RBCs in linearly polarized optical tweezers.
he arrow-marked RBC is trapped �a� and gets aligned along

he direction of polarization. Another vertically oriented RBC
ets trapped when it reaches close to the trapped RBC and
lowly rotates clockwise ��b� to �d�� to align along the polar-
zation direction �marked by a double-headed arrow� of the
inearly polarized optical tweezers �panel �e��. The two RBCs
ere found to align one above the other in the vertical direc-

ion �f�. By relative focal positioning of two optical tweezers
1 and 2, each having power of �20 mW�, the discotic RBC
in 300 mOsm /kg solution� trapped at two diametrically op-
osite ends, could also be oriented three-dimensionally in a
ontrolled manner, as shown in Fig. 2. Since no folding of the
BC was observed under the optical trapping beam, the rota-

ional mechanism based on optical birefringence caused by
olding of RBC as suggested earlier4 can be ruled out. In
ypotonic buffer ��100 mOsm /Kg�, the trapped RBC main-
ains its circular cross section in both the horizontal and ver-
ical planes, leading to a three-dimensionally spherical shape
data not shown�. In isotonic buffer �300 mOsm /Kg�, the
orizontal cross section of the trapped RBC was found to be
lliptical and the vertical cross section as circular. The three-
imensionally reconstructed image �Figs. 3�a� to 3�c�� shows
hat the trapped RBC �arrow-marked� maintains its discotic
hape while being oriented in the vertical direction. In hyper-
onic buffer �600 mOsm /Kg�, the reconstructed image of the
BCs under three viewing projections �Figs. 3�d� to 3�f��

hows that all of the RBCs are asymmetrically deformed by

ig. 1 Time-lapse �400 ms� images of alignment of multiple RBCs in
inearly polarized optical tweezers. All images are in same magnifica-
ion. Scale bar: 5 �m.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 060506-
the osmolarity of the buffer and the trapped RBC is vertically
oriented. Further, under both isotonic and hypertonic situa-
tions �Fig. 3�, the vertically oriented RBC is aligned along the
plane of polarization of the trapping beam.

Like optically birefringent particles,8 there is an alignment
�and rotation� effect of disk-like particles �lacking spherical

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional �3-D� reorientation of RBC using dual opti-
cal tweezers. The discotic RBC trapped at two diametrically opposite
ends �arrow marked� is being tilted from horizontal �a� to a vertical
orientation �b�. By rotation of one of the tweezers, the vertically tilted
RBC could be rotated in anticlockwise direction �c�. The RBC could
be returned back to the horizontal plane �d� by repositioning of one of
the tweezers. All images are in same magnification. Scale bar: 10 �m.

Fig. 3 Confocal microscopic images of RBCs in an isotonic ��a� to �c�,
Video 1� and a hypertonic ��d� to �f�, Video 2� buffer, with the
arrow-marked areas exposed to an optical trap beam �with
power �120 mW� in three different viewing projections. The faint
fluorescence background on the surface of the coverslip can
be seen in all the panels. The plane of polarization of the trap beam
is shown by the double-headed arrow. �Video 1, MPEG, 834 KB
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2822365.1�; Video 2, AVI, 53.2 MB
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2822365.2�.�
November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�2
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ymmetry� with polarization due to their form-birefringence.
ince by rotating the polarization of the trapping beam, the
iscotic RBC can be rotated, the orienting torque is believed
o originate from the anisotropic scattering of polarized light
y the trapped RBC. Indeed, orientation of objects �having
orm-birefringence� by rotating the plane of polarization of
he linearly polarized trapping beam have been observed
arlier.9,10 However, when the speed of rotation of the polar-
zation was increased beyond 15 rpm by use of a rotating half
ave plate, the RBC �trapped at 120 mW� was found not to

ollow the rotating polarization. Thus, the alignment torque
ue to linear polarization is limited by the power of the trap-
ing beam that can be incident on the RBC. It may be noted
hat some biological materials can have sufficient optical bi-
efringence to cause orientation/rotation in polarized light.11

In summary, we have presented the application of confocal
icroscopy for 3-D imaging of RBCs oriented by a trapping

eam. Under different osmolarities of the buffer, the three-
imensionally reconstructed images showed that the trapped
BC maintains its shape and is oriented in the vertical direc-

ion. Further, under both isotonic and hypertonic situations,
he vertically oriented discotic RBC is aligned along the plane
f polarization of the trapping beam. Using dual optical twee-
ers, the RBC could also be oriented three-dimensionally in a
ontrolled manner. Since no folding of the RBC was observed
nder the optical trapping beam, the rotational mechanism
ased on optical birefringence caused by folding of the RBC
as ruled out. The alignment and rotation of the RBC with
olarization of the tweezers’ beam can rather be attributed to
ts form-birefringence.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 060506-
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